
PAPER – 8

Part- A
Read the following extracts and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate options:-7
+King : I see you can't. Anyway, I admire your wit as well as your loyalty. Ask me
any thing you wish.
Shepherd : Your Majesty, I beg you to forgive my master, the Abbot.
King : All right, I grant your wish. Tell the Abbot, he's pardoned and free to live
in peace in the kingdom.:
(1) What did the King admire ? 
(a) wit and loyalty (b) wit (c) loyalty (d) freedom
(2) Whom did the King pardon ? 
(a) Robbot (b) Master (c) Abbot (d) Shephered
+Noiselessly the bike was wheeled out of the gate. It was pushed down the road
three houses away. No swung on to the seat, inserted the key, turned on the ignition
and the petrol tap. He kicked the starter and the engine throbbed. He turned around
and signaled me to get on. I felt thrilled as I climbed on to the pillion.
(3) What was wheeled out of the gate?
(a) cycle (b) the bike (c) the scooter (d) the auto rickshaw
(4) What did Montu feel ?
(a) thrilled (b) nervous (c) tired (d) relaxed
+Dear Mr. Rathod,
Of course, I know that your dog is not a pedigree dog and mongrels are not easy
to control. But I think things have gone too far now. If I find your dog in my garden
again, I shall report the matter to the police.
Yours faithfully,
Dhaval Sinha
(5) Who writes this letter to Mr. Rathod ?
(a) I (b) He (c) She (d) Dhaval Sinha
(6) ............ is the word used for Mr. Rathod's dog ?
(a) police dog (b) street dog (c) pedigree dog (d) mongrels
•Diamonds are found from the mines of Africa, Brazil and Russia by the Site Holder
Companies. They distribute the rough diamonds to the manufactures. They assort the
rough diamonds according to their weight, size, solidity and purity.
(7) Where are diamonds found ?
(a) from the valleys of Africa (b) from the mines of Africa, Brazil, and Russia
(c) from the rocks of Africa, Brazil and Russia (d) from the hill station
Read the Following text and answer the Questions Selecting the most appropriate Options.          
10
+Just three months later, I was back again at the Seattle airport. I dialled a different
voice answered, "Information" and I asked for Sally, "Are you a friend ? "Yes" I
said : An old friend : "Then I'm sorry to tell you, Sally had only been working part-time
in the last few years because she was ill. She died five weeks ago". But before
I could hang up she said "wait a minute" Are you Paul ? "Yes" "Well, Sally left a
message for you. She wrote it down" "What was it" ? I asked almost knowing in
advance what it would be. "Here it is. I'll read it " Tell him I still say there are
other worlds to sing in. He'll know what I mean".
(8) Name the airport mentioned in the text ? 
(a) Sally (b) shital (c) sheetal (d) Seattle
(9) Who was ill and died five weeks ago?
(a) John (b) Paul (c) sakky (d) sally
(10) Who gave a message to Paul ? 
(a) Sally (b) sakky (c) John (d) an old friend 
(11)when was the author back again?



(a) 0ne month later (b) two months later (c) three months later (d) four months later
(12) When was Sally died ?
(a) One Week ago  (b) Two weeks ago  (c) Five weeks ago (d) five months ago

* The function of drones is to fertilize the queen. A drone cannot get food for himself. It is completely 
dependent on the worker bees. The drone has no baskets on its legs to collect pollen and its mouth has 
not parts to suck nectar. Drones do not work at all. They just play around, fly out in the middle of the 
day chasing the young queen and mating with her in flight.
Worker bees spend their whole short lives m tireless labour. They have no childhood. From the third 
day of their life they have to clean the walls and floors after the young bees go out. From the fourth day 
they become ‘house-bees’ and feed other bees with honey and pollen. From the seventh day they start 
producing royal jelly. From 12th to 18th days they develop wax glands and work on the building up of 
the honeycomb. From 15th to 18th days they become field bees. Now they fly to explore and collect 
nectar and pollen. They collect large quantities of pollen, make it wet with saliva, mix nectar into it. 
Then they place it in special hollows or ‘baskets’ in their hind legs. Two baskets contain around four 
lac grains of pollen in those baskets or ‘honey-stomachs” excess water is absorbed. 
13)Honey stomachs are ____

a. Excess    b. basket c. pollen d. grains

14) Field bees _____ after 15th day.

a. Eat nectar b.  feed house bees  c. develop wax glands d. build honeycomb

15) Drones are completely dependent because ________.

a. they fertilize the queen b.  they don’t have glands c.. they don’t have baskets d. they 
don’t work at all

16)Which of the following doesn’t suit to drones?

a. chase, mate, suck b. play, chase, fly c. chase, fly, mate d. fly, fertilize, mate
17) Who is less in number?
a. drones b. queen c. bees d. worker bees

Read the following passage and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate options.5 
*The coconut tree has a tall trunk. It is roughly twenty meter tall. It has no branches.
We drink sweet water from the tender coconut. Its soft flesh inside the shell is tasty.
When it is ripe the soft flesh becomes thick and the water inside dried up. Then
it is called "copra". We get coconut oil from it. We can also make coir ropes from
its skin. Every part of a coconut tree is useful, so it is called "kalpataru".
(18)) Which tree has a tall trunk ? 
(a) The coconut tree (b) the mango tree  (c) the banayan tree (d) the apple tree
(19) What is the height of the coconut tree?
(a)  22 meter (b) 21 meter (c) 20 meter (d)18 meter
(20) We drink sweet water from the…………..
(a) tender coconut  (b) coconut  (c)  shell (d) coconut oil
(21) what can we make from the skin of coconut?
(a) copra(b) ropes (c) coir ropes (d) coconut 
(22) Which part of the coconut is tasty ? 

(a)inner (b) soft flesh inside the cell(c)  outer(d) hard part inside the shell



Study the following Ticket and answer the questions Selecting the most appropriate options. 5
Happy Journey

Indian Rly.
Western Railway

VADODARA  JN. TO   DELHI
Via:  Ratlam

------------------------------------------------
JCO ON   :  25/9/2010   11  SUPERFAST

12 :  58                         Km. 580
Rs.  180/-

(23) The issue date of the ticket is ……….
(a) 25/9/2010 (b) 25/10/2010 (c) 25/9/2009 (d)12/9/2009
(24) The distance between two station is……………..
(a)180 Km (b) 280 Km (c) 580 Km (d) 480 Km
(25) The value of the ticket is ………..
(a) Rs. 180/- (b) Rs. 170/- (c) Rs. 580/- (d) 1258/-
(26) It is ……… Railway.
(a) Northern (b) Southern (c) Eastern (d) Western
(27) The train is ………………….
(a) Local (b) Mail (c) Fast (d) super fast

Read the following stanza and answer the questions selecting the proper alternatives.                     
3
My little horse must think it queer,
To stop without a farmhouse near;
Between the woods and frozen lake,
The darkest evening of the year
(28) The word ‘queer’ means………
(a) unable(b) Unlikely (c) Uneven (d) unusual
(29) Where does the poet stop?
(a)near a hut (b) near a house (c) near a farm house (d) near a lake 
(30) Which season is indicated here in this stanza?
(a) Summer (b) winter (c) Spring (d) Autumn

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of verbs given 
against     number.(31 to 35)                                               5
The……31………once a great emperor. His army…32…… in a battle. He …33……and hid in a 
house. As he sat there, he …34…… sad. At that time he noticed an ant trying…35.. a grain.
(31)(a) was (b)were (c)is (d)are
(32)(a)was defeated (b) defeated (c) defeat (d)defeats
(33)(a)escaped (b)escapes (c)escaping (d) is escaped
(34)(a)feels (b) felt(c)feeling (d)has felt
(35)(a)to pull (b)pulled (c)pulling (d)pulls

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of words given 
against number 36 to 38.                                                    3
     Television is the most wonderful and useful means of modern ….36…..It can be 
an…….37….means for our mind. Without it our evenings become…38…….
(36) (a)communication (b)communicative (c)communicate (d)communicative
(37) (a)effective (b)effect (c)effecting (d)effectively
(38) (a)dull (b)bright (c)dullness (d)brightness



Replace the underlined words/phrases selecting the most appropriate options given against 
number 39 to 41.                                                                                            3
King Midas was very rich. He had …39…kingdom. He had a …40…army too. He lived 
in…41…palace.
(39)(a) a large (b) a big (c)a small (d) a near

(40)(a) a tall (b) a short (c) a large(d) a big
(41) (a) impressive (b) an impressive (c) all his riches (d) contented

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate conjunctions given 
against the number.                                                                                      3
      Mr. Shah has been living in our area..42..many years ..43…no one knows him, ….44…he has lack 
of social attachment.
(42) (a) since(b)for (c) before (d)  after
(43) (a) so (b) yet (c) as  (d) therefore
(44) (a) because  (b) therefore (c) as(d) so
                                                                                       

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate options given against the 
numbers.

Part – B
Section – A

Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below them:         10

•From there we shall go to Vivekanand Rock Memorial at Kanyakumari. It is a beautiful
place where three seas, the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean
meet. Our next visit will be Gandhi Ashram in Ahmedabad. It was founded by Gandhiji,
the father of our Nation. This place played an important role in the freedom struggle
of India.
(1) Which oceans meet at Kanyakumari ? 
(2) What is the importance of Gandhi Ashram ?
•No one these days can escape the terror of noise. Noise in all places has been
increasing. Noise pollutes our environment as much as smoke, foul water and piles
of garbage.
(3) Which are the factors that pollute our environment ? 
(4) "To run away from" means .................. 
•The good news is that we can set our biological clock by practising the same action
at the same time for a longer period. Thus, we can programme our body to get
maximum comfort and high efficiency.
(5) How can we get maximum comfort and efficiency ?
(6) Find out the opposite of (i) struggle (ii) minimum
•I looked at my mother. She just said, "It is the end of everything" Next moment,
I found myself outside the plane, falling down, still bound to my seat.
(7) What happened to Juliane ?
(8)  'It is the end of everything' means ...........
(a) They were going to die
(b) their journey was over.
•There  is a state-level science fair in our school. It is jointly organized by our science club and the 
Gujarat Council of Educational Research and Training.(GCERT)
(9) What is held in the school?
(10) Give the full form of GCERT.



Write a short note on any one of the following using the clues given below in about 5 to 6 
sentences : 3.
11) The effect of noise pollution :
Clues : loud and disturbing sound - above 85 dbs. hearing loss - illness - deafness
- suffer from indigestion - escape.
                                            OR
Helen - a gifted learner:
Clues : Blind and deaf - spellings through finger movement - touching objects and spelling them on 
palm -speak through lip movement- vibrations in throat -college lectures spelled into palms - noted 
down at home.

Section –B
Answer the following Questions in two or three sentences:-   4.
12) What excited Bunty for a bet ?
13) Why did Juliane decide to walk along the stream ?
14)Complete the followings lines : 2.
I want to…………
……………..fears
Complete the following sentences by using the words given in the brackets  3.
`15) You should pay more attention to your studies……(instead of, waste, time)
16)   If you do not apply the brake…..(meet with ac accident)
17)  Ramanujan gave up his studies …..(because of, poor)

18. Change the following text into active voice as shown below  3.
Our principal welcomed the new students. He also gave a speech. The students praised
him. Our principal thanked them.
Start this way : The New Students …….
                     Section- C
19) Prepare a brief report on Maths - Science exhibition held at your School.  5
Points : Venue - time organizers - participants - visitors - set up - working models
- charts - sections - enthusiastic students - judges - praise.
20) Read the following Telephonic talk between Vijay and Mala Prepare a message for    Jayesh

in about 30 words                               4
   Vijay : May I talk to Jayesh ?
Mala : No, sorry. He has gone out. Any message for him.
Vijay : Yes. I am Vijay his classmate. Please tell Jayesh that the school debate
competition will be held next week. Tomorrow is the last day for the
submission of the names.
21. Turn the following conversation into indirect speech: 4
Atul : Please give me a ticket for the S.T.bus station.
Conductor: Sorry. I can’t.
Atul : Why so? 
Conductor : Because this bus will go to Kalupur only.
                     Section –D
22. Write a paragraph(with the help of the clues given in the brackets) on any one of the 
following in about 100 words.                                              (6) 
"Your Picnic on the River Bank" 
Points : day-time - a luxury coach - reach - temple - beautiful place - river bed
- sand - games - food items - take bath - swim - return.
                   Or
"Yoga - the Best Exercises" 
Points : Our ancient heritage - light exercises - types of yogasanas - make body
flexible - regularise breathing - help to improve concentration - improve memory -reduce
fats - give mental peace - keeps us active and cheerful - morning is the best time.



23. Write any one of the following letters with the help of clues given:    (6.)  
     Gopal K. Parikh, 78, Azad Society, Ambawadi, Ahmedabad, writesa letter to his friend Prakash 
Parikh congratulating him on winning the Chess Championship.
Clues: Congratulations- delighted with the news – proud –hard work- parents’ congratulation- good 
wishes                                              OR
You are Rekha Parikh, 15, Amber Duplex, Wadi-Chheli Pole, Baroda, Writes a to her sister Sudha who 
is not well. Advise her to take medicines regularly, take good rest and improve her health.
Clues: health conscious- worried- advises  to take rest and medicines – improve diet- exercise- yogas-
pranayam- take care.          
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